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Background
The completion and defense of a dissertation are the final requirements for the Doctor of
Education degree. A common focus of the Ed.D. dissertation is the application of theory to
practice within the context of your work experiences in education. You can expect the
dissertation process to last 9 to 24 months, from proposal development through defense.
The Hamline doctoral program extends the typical Ed.D. focus by advocating the enlarged
perspective on academic scholarship described by Ernest Boyer in Scholarship Reconsidered.
Following Boyer, inquiry and research in the Ed.D. center on five ways to question phenomena
and to acquire and disseminate knowledge:
•

The scholarship of discovery (knowledge acquired through research—“disciplined
investigative efforts” in the pursuit of new intellectual knowledge);

•

The scholarship of integration (knowledge acquired through synthesis—“making
connections across the disciplines”; serious disciplined work that seeks to interpret, draw
together, and bring new insight to bear on original research);

•

The scholarship of application (knowledge acquired through practice—“new intellectual
understandings that can arise out of the very act of application”);

•

The scholarship of teaching (knowledge acquired through teaching—a dynamic
endeavor between teachers and learners that increases capacities for reflection, critical
and creative thinking and action; and

•

The scholarship of engagement (knowledge acquired within any of the above four
scholarships through activities which connect the academic with people and places
outside the campus and which ultimately direct the work of the academy “toward larger,
more humane ends”).

In addition to incorporating one or more of the five types of scholarship, an acceptable
dissertation exhibits these characteristics:
•

It complies with the School of Education’s Research Review Process, as applicable to the
dissertation topic and methods;

•

It shows evidence of the researcher and scholar roles emphasized in the EdD by
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--demonstrating understanding and application of a theoretical foundation in the
research literature of education;
--demonstrating the ability to do independent research involving primary and
secondary literature appropriate to the topic;
--developing either a theoretical inquiry or the collection and analysis of data;
--demonstrating critical analysis; and
--constructing and defending a position concerning an issue or question.
•

Demonstrating writing ability at Level 5 on the Six Traits of Writing rubric (ideas and
content, organization, voice, word choice, sentence fluency, conventions).

Dissertation-Focused Courses
Two required courses, GED 8507 and GED 8508, concentrate on the initial stages of dissertation
work. The major aim of GED 8507, Frameworks of Inquiry, is to develop and extend critical
habits of mind through an overview of qualitative and quantitative research paradigms and their
historical origins. You will study and reflect on the limitations and benefits of the paradigms,
selection of appropriate inquiry frameworks, and the relationship between human inquiry and
theories of knowing.
In GED 8508, Advanced Inquiry, participants will examine models of research and critique
current research practices, analyze research findings, and reflect upon the implications of the
findings. You will also develop your dissertation prospectus, which is a working document of 8
to 10 pages that prepares you for writing the proposal. It consists of the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

A concise description of the topic and possible research question(s);
A concise description of the philosophical and theoretical foundations of your
dissertation, which serves as a precursor to the literature review;
A concise rationale for the conceptual research framework you have chosen;
A concise explanation of the research method(s) you propose; and
A working annotated bibliography.
--The purpose of the annotated bibliography is to summarize up to 15 works that, at the
time of the proposal, are seminal resources for your research.
Your annotations will help the committee understand your resource base.
--The annotations are not critical book/article reviews. Instead, each annotation
provides a summary of how the work will be a resource for your research topic,
question, or method.
--Each annotation contains:
• Bibliographic information, APA style used in References/
Bibliography pages, and
• A one-paragraph (3 to 7 sentences) summary of how the work
relates to your topic, question, or method.
--The annotations are in alphabetical order by author.
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Starting the Dissertation Process
Formal dissertation work begins with committee selection, the proposal meeting, and registration
for dissertation credits. You may begin this formal work only after you have successfully
completed the written examination, the synthesis presentation, and all required courses,
including the portfolio. Sixteen semester credits are required for the dissertation. Registration
for the dissertation credits takes place after the dissertation committee has approved a proposal.
Dissertation credits apply to the actual work of doing the dissertation in collaboration with your
committee, no course/classroom contact hours are required for these credits.
The Dissertation Proposal
A proposal is typically 20 to 30 pages in length and is written using APA (5th edition) guidelines
for citations and references. Each proposal must include the following:
1. A statement of the research problem and research question(s);
2. An explanation of the significance of the problem and question(s) focusing on
possible contributions to professional practice as defined by Boyer (see previous
page);
3. A context for understanding the problem and the question in a concise literature review;
4. An explanation of and rationale for the method(s) you propose, positioning the study
philosophically in a qualitative or quantitative paradigm; a plan for data collection and
analysis; and permission to conduct research.
Time-tested advice is to select a dissertation topic and research question that (1) you are
passionate about and (2) will contribute knowledge to the field of education. A well-focused
proposal will describe clearly and in sufficient detail the proposed research so that the committee
understands what you are undertaking.
You should assume that the committee has knowledge about the topic but may not be expert in
the specific area that is the focus of your dissertation. Thus, while the proposal is not written as
a primer, it does contain sufficient background and definitions so the committee can readily
grasp the concepts you address.
Both the proposal and dissertation itself are to be written in inclusive language. Two guides that
might assist you are The nonsexist word finder: A dictionary of gender-free usage by Rosalie
Maggio and The handbook of nonsexist writing for writers, editors, and speakers (Casey Miller
and Kate Swift).
The Dissertation Committee
Each dissertation committee has three members whom you select. All must hold earned
doctorates, have expertise and interest in your proposed research, and have their resumes on file
with the Program Office. Committee membership must be approved by the Department Chair
before any formal work except the proposal is attempted. (Be sure to submit the Dissertation
Committee Approval form to the Department Chair in a timely manner.) Any changes in
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committee membership require approval by the Department Chair via submission of a revised
Dissertation Committee Approval form.
The dissertation chair is usually a Hamline faculty member from the MAEd/EdD/Administrative
Licensure unit. The chair’s responsibilities are to provide accurate information about
administrative procedures; provide support, advice, and resources on the content, format, and
writing of the dissertation; lead the proposal and final presentation meetings; and determine that
the version submitted for binding conforms with EdD guidelines for editing, formatting, and
quality expectations.
The two dissertation readers may be from the Hamline faculty or from the larger education
community. Their responsibilities are to provide support, advice, and resources on the content,
format, and writing of the dissertation.
Maintaining contact with committee members throughout the dissertation process is important.
Setting up a schedule of meetings for regular conversation or check-in times with each person
can be helpful.
The Proposal Meeting
Work consistently with your chair, and other committee members as needed, to develop your
proposal. When the chair and you are satisfied with the proposal, the proposal meeting may be
scheduled. Please provide each the proposal in a three-ring binder to your committee members at
least two weeks before the meeting.
During the proposal meeting, you should be prepared to discuss your study in detail and answer
questions. The committee’s role is to guide the project and help assure its success. You must
convince the committee that you are knowledgeable about the topic and competent to conduct
the research. There are three possible outcomes of a proposal meeting:
Approved

Proposal form signed; you may register for dissertation
credits. You become a doctoral candidate.

Approved with Modification

Proposal form signed, modifications clearly indicated; you
may register for dissertation credits. You become a doctoral
candidate.

Not Approved

Make all requested revisions; with chair’s approval, schedule
another proposal meeting.

At the end of the proposal meeting, the committee members may ask you to leave the room while
they deliberate, or they may discuss their decision in your presence. The Ed.D. Dissertation
Proposal form will be signed by all committee members. Your proposal, in its final form, will be
archived in the Program Office.
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Dissertation Registration
Doctoral students register for 16 credits of dissertation work, divided over four terms. The
registration form is included in this guide. The registration form must be filled out completely in
order to be processed, and must indicate which term and for which dissertation course (I-IV) you
are registering.
The Presentation (Defense) of the Dissertation
The presentation of the dissertation (defense) may be scheduled when the dissertation is deemed
ready by your committee. Refer to the degree completion deadlines when scheduling your
defense. With the permission of your chair, you coordinate the date, time, and location of this
final meeting. You also provide a copy of the dissertation in its nearly final form to each
committee member a minimum of three weeks before the date of the final meeting.
Since changes may be made as a result of the presentation or defense meeting, provide a
presentation meeting or defense version of the dissertation in a three-ring binder on regular copy
paper as you did for the proposal meeting.
The defense meeting should be scheduled for two hours. All members of the committee must be
present. If any member cannot attend, the meeting will be rescheduled. With the direction of
your chair, be prepared to provide a brief statement (maximum: 15 minutes) of your topic,
procedures, major findings, and conclusions. The main focus of this meeting is substantive
discussion about design issues, related literature, theoretical contexts, and the results and
implications of your work.
The committee members may ask you to leave the room while they deliberate, or they may
discuss their decision in your presence. There are three possible outcomes of the presentation or
defense meeting:
Dissertation Approved

You make the minor revisions and proofreading edits.
Schedule an appointment with the Degree Completion
Coordinator for submission of final copy.

Dissertation Approved with
Modifications

Chair notes modifications and establishes a schedule for
completion. You revise and edit accordingly, send new
copy to chair. If the chair approves this version, see box
above.

Dissertation Not Approved

Chair notes modifications and establishes a schedule for
completion. You revise and edit accordingly. If the chair
approves this version, send new copies to committee and
schedule a new defense meeting.

Degree Completion
Upon approval and final sign-off of your dissertation, you should contact the degree completion
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coordinator for an appointment to submit your final copy. You will turn in one unbound copy
printed on 20 lb. copy paper or, if you prefer, a heavier bond paper with a rag content for a more
archival feel. You will also turn in the signature sheet, three copies of your abstract and a copy
of the abstract completion guide with categories circled (provided at the defense meeting) and an
electronic version of the dissertation and abstract.
The binding of the dissertation is done by Hamline and is paid for by your program fee. The
bound copy is placed in Bush Library several weeks after submission. (Costs for personal copies
are incurred by the student.)
Intention to Graduate
The Intention to Graduate form is due to the degree completion coordinator by November 1 for
spring graduation. The form triggers an audit of your doctoral transcript and a letter, which lists
any credits or requirements still to be completed.
Commencement
In order to participate in the commencement ceremony (held each May), all degree requirements
must be completed and all financial obligations met. If you complete the degree requirements by
the end of the summer, fall, or winter terms, your transcript will reflect your degree completion
and your diploma will be included in the next order (September, February or June), and you will
be invited to the following May’s commencement ceremony.
Commencement is usually held the third Saturday in May. Diplomas are not awarded at the
ceremony but will be mailed within two months after Commencement.
Appropriate academic apparel (gown, cap, hood) for the graduation ceremony will be available
through the Hamline Bookstore via Herff Jones. Information on ordering will be sent to those
who are graduating.
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APPENDIX A
Ed.D. Transfer of Credit Form
Ed.D Intention to Graduate Form
Ed.D Dissertation Committee Approval Form
Ed.D. Dissertation Proposal Form
Ed.D Dissertation Registration Forms
Ed.D. Dissertation Final Meeting Form
Sample Ed.D. Dissertation Committee Signature Sheet
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Ed.D. Transfer of Credit
This form is to be submitted upon admission to the EdD Program Coordinator. Any
necessary transcripts should have been submitted with the application.
Name: ______________________________________ I.D.#_______________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________ State:_______ Zip:___________

Please indicate courses that you wish to apply to your EdD program. See next page for
course transfer criteria.

1. _____________ _______________________________ ______ ______ ________
Course Number Course Title
Credits Grade Term
________________________________________________________________________
Institution where credit was earned
2. _____________ _____________________________ _______ ________ _______
Course Number Course Title
Credits Grade
Term
________________________________________________________________________
Institution where credit was earned
3. ______________ _____________________________ _______ ______ ________
Course Number
Course Title
Credits Grade
Term
________________________________________________________________________
Institution where credit was earned

____________________________________________________ __________________
Student Signature Date
____________________________________________________ __________________
Advisor Signature Date

Hamline University School of Education
Doctorate in Education
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Courses must meet the following criteria in order to be transferred
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to the Ed.D. program:
•

A maximum of 8 semester credits of coursework completed prior to admission at
Hamline or other institutions may be applied to the EdD program.

•

Courses must have been taken within the last 7 years

•

Coursework must have been taken for graduate credit from an accredited institution.

•

Grade earned must be a “B” or higher.

•

Coursework may not be part of any prior degree earned by the student.

•

EdD students who earn an advanced certificate (8000-level courses) or an
administrative license through the Hamline School of Education may apply credits
towards their electives whether they earned the certificate or license prior to
admission or during their doctoral work.

•

Students who earn an HU Administrative License may apply 16 credits towards their
electives.

Hamline University School of Education
Doctorate in Education
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Statement of Intention to Graduate
Ed.D.
This form must be submitted by all graduating EdD students by November 1 in order to graduate
the following spring. Please provide your name as you wish it to appear on your diploma and in
the commencement program. Please print clearly or type. Please note: submission of this form
does not guarantee graduation.
Name_________________________________________________________________________
_
first
middle
last
Student ID #_________________________________
Address ____________________________ City ___________________ State ____ Zip _______
Dissertation Title________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Undergraduate Degree
(circle) BA
BS

Other _____

Year ________

Institution _________________________________________________
Advanced Degree(s)
(circle) MA MS

Other _____

Year ________

Institution _________________________________________________
MA

MS

Other _____

Year ________

Institution _________________________________________________

I hereby declare my intention to complete all degree requirements for the Doctorate in Education
in time to graduate in May ________ (year).
Student Signature
_________________________________________________Date______________
Degree Completion Coordinator
MS-A1720
1536 Hewitt Avenue
St. Paul MN 55104

Abstract Completion Guide
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Student name:____________________________________________
Program (circle): EDD

MAED

MAED:NSEE

MAESL

MAT

*Abstracts should be no longer than 150 words for a capstone or 300 words for a
dissertation. Please follow the format in the box below when completing your abstract.

Neufeld, J. How to Format Your Abstract (2007)
The body of your abstract should be single-spaced, Times New Roman 12 pt. font. It
should be no longer than 150 words for a capstone or 300 words for a dissertation. It
should be a summary of your capstone project. It will be bound with all of the other
abstracts at the end of the academic year and will assist future students in their
research.
At your final meeting, please discuss with the committee members which of the
categories below best fits the topic of the capstone or dissertation. You may choose up
to 2 categories for a capstone and 3 categories for a dissertation. If you would like to
add a category, you may do so at the bottom. Please circle your choices and return this
form when you turn in your final capstone or dissertation.
Adult Education
Art Education
Alternative Assessment
At-risk Students
Athletics
Block Scheduling
Brain-based Learning
Business/ Education Partnerships
Character Education
Charter Schools
Children’s Literature
Classroom Management
Community Building
Conflict Resolution
Creativity
Curriculum
Developmentally Appropriate Practice
Environmental Studies
ESL/ ELLs
Foreign Language
Gender
Grades/ Student Performance
Graduation Standards
Home Schooling
Inclusion
Interdisciplinary Teaching

International Teaching
Language Arts
Linguistics
Literacy
Mathematics
Motivation
Multicultural Education
Multiple Intelligences
Music
Parent Involvement
Physical Education
Post-secondary Enrollment Options (PSEO)
Reading – Elementary
Reading - Secondary
Reflective Practice
Science
Second Language Acquisition
Social Studies
Special Education
Staff Development
Teachers/ Teaching
Technology
Tracking
Writing Instruction
Add your own:____________________

Hamline University School of Education
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Education Doctorate
Ed.D. Dissertation Committee Approval Form
•

Having successfully completed the written examination, the synthesis presentation, and
the 8 core courses, I am eligible to form my dissertation committee.

•

My proposed dissertation topic and research question(s) are
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________

•

My proposed dissertation committee members:
Chair: ____________________________________________________
Reader: ____________________________________________________
Reader: ___________________________________________________

Each has agreed to serve on the dissertation committee.

cc:

•

Your Signature: __________________________________________

•

Program Director’s Comments:

•

Approved:

________________________________________
Carol S. Mayer, Director
MAEd, EdD, & Administrative Licensure Programs

•

Date:

____________________

Student
Student File
Dissertation Committee Members
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Hamline University School of Education
Education Doctorate
Ed.D. Dissertation Proposal Form
1. This form is to be completed by the committee chairperson and signed by all committee members.
2. Please return the signed form and a copy of your proposal to the Program Director.

Candidate’s Name

Date of Proposal Meeting
Proposal Title

Status of Proposal

__ Approved
__ Approved with Modifications
__ Not Approved

Chair: If approved with
modifications or not
approved, please enter
comments.

Committee Members’
Signatures

Chair: _______________________________________________________
Reader: _______________________________________________________
Reader: _______________________________________________________

Program Office Only
Date Received:
Director’s Initials:
Revised 10 June 2009
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Ed.D. Dissertation Registration
All information on this form must be complete in order to process dissertation registration. If
any items are left incomplete, this form will be returned to you.
Date ________________________
Name____________________________________________ ID #__________________
Address______________________________City___________ St_______ZIP________
Work phone (____) ____________________ Home phone (____) __________________
E-mail address____________________________________________________________
Registration Term _____Fall

_____Winter

_____Spring

_____Summer

Dissertation Term _____I

_____II

_____III

_____IV

200___

Dissertation Title__________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Committee Information
Dissertation Chair_____________________________Signature____________________
Reader 1_____________________________________SSN_______________________
Address______________________________City______________ St_______ZIP_____
Work phone (____) ____________________ Home phone (____) __________________
Signature ____________________________ E-mail_____________________________
Reader 2 _____________________________________ SSN ______________________
Address______________________________City_______________St _______ZIP ____
Work phone (____) ____________________ Home phone (____) __________________
Signature ____________________________ E-mail_____________________________
Please submit this form to:
Ed.D. Program Coordinator
MS-A1720
1536 Hewitt Ave
St. Paul, MN 55104
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Hamline University School of Education
Education Doctorate
Ed.D. Dissertation Final Meeting Form
1. This form is to be completed by the committee chairperson and signed by all committee members.
2. Please return the signed form to the Program Office.

Candidate’s Name

Date of Dissertation
Presentation (Defense)
Dissertation Title

Status of Dissertation

_ Approved
_ Approved with Modifications
_ Not Approved

Chair: If approved with
modifications or not
approved, please enter
comments.

Committee Members’
Signatures

Chair: _______________________________________________________
Reader: _______________________________________________________
Reader: _______________________________________________________

Program Office Only
Date Received:
Director’s Initials:
Revised 10 June 2009
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Hamline University School of Education
Education Doctorate
Sample Ed.D. Dissertation Committee Signature Sheet
The degree completion coordinator will provide the chair of your committee with the official
signature sheet, which is on Hamline letterhead. The signature sheet is bound into the final copy
of your dissertation.

Hamline University School of Education
St. Paul, Minnesota

This dissertation for the Education Doctorate degree by
__________________________________

has been approved by a dissertation committee
composed of the following members:

_________________________________________
Committee Chair

_________________________________________
Reader

_________________________________________
Reader

_________________
Date
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APPENDIX B
Organization of the Dissertation
Style Guide and Format Information
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Organization and Formatting of the Dissertation
1. Our Ed.D. dissertations follow The Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association, 5th Edition (2002). Since you will be referring to the manual frequently, you may
wish to buy a copy. The Hamline Bookstore often has used copies available for purchase.
2. The HU/GSE structure for dissertations is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Committee Signature Sheet
Title Page
Optional Pages: Copyright, Dedication, Acknowledgements
Table of Contents
Table of Tables and/or Table of Figures
Abstract
Body of Dissertation
References (Includes only the works cited in the dissertation; not a Bibliography, which
includes cited works as well as others that informed the project but were not cited.)
Appendices

3. Here is summary information about seven basic aspects of document formatting. Refer to the
APA style manual for more details.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Citations: Follow the APA format as outlined in the manual. If you use a software
program for citations, be sure it corresponds exactly to this APA style manual.
Page Format: See examples of title page and chapter heading page provided by your
Chair.
Line Spacing: The document is double-spaced with the exception of materials placed in
an appendix.
Pagination: From page following the title page to the first page of chapter 1, use lowercase Roman numerals, centered at bottom margin. From first page of chapter 1 to the last
page of the document use Arabic numbers in upper right-hand corner, except for any
appendix cover pages.
Margins: 1.5” left margin, 1.25” top margin, 1” right margin (use unjustified setting),
1.25” bottom margin.
Type: Use 12-point serif font such as Times Roman. Helvetica is an example of a nonserif font.
References Pages: The first line of each entry is flush with the left margin. (“Hanging”
indentation is used in manuscripts submitted for publication.)
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